Abstract Purpose: We examined if supervised analysis of gene expression data from phase II studies could identify HER-2 overexpression as a predictor of response to trastuzumab. Experimental Design: Gene expression data from 132 newly diagnosed breast cancers were used to simulate 50,000 single-agent phase II trastuzumab studies. True HER-2 amplification was assessed by fluorescence in situ hybridization.
The advent of high-throughput gene expression profiling raised the hope that one can discover powerful new predictors of response to therapy by examining thousands of genes in pretreatment tumor specimens. Several studies reported gene signatures that were predictive of response to chemotherapy in internal cross-validation and some also showed promising predictive values in small independent validation cohorts (1 -4) . Therefore, it has become increasingly common to employ gene expression profiling as a predictive marker discovery tool in phase II clinical trials. The rationale is that a semiquantitative and unbiased look at thousands of transcripts in cancers will reveal a strong association between the expression of at least some genes and response to therapy. However, there are equally compelling caveats why this unbiased screening approach to predictor discovery may not yield reliable predictors under many circumstances. The multiple comparison problem inherent to microarray analysis is well known (5) . It stems from the large number of variables (i.e., genes) that are compared between two usually small (relative to the number of variables) data sets. This could lead to a large number of very small P values from these comparisons, most of which are due to chance (6) . It is possible to adjust for this phenomenon by calculating false discovery rates for particular P values. Another confounder relates to the coordinated expression of thousands of genes. Individual transcripts do not represent independent variables, but rather, their expression is highly correlated with one another. Many phenotypic characteristics of cancer are associated with, and likely caused by, the coordinated expression of thousands of genes. For example, estrogen receptor (ER) -positive breast cancers differ from ER-negative cancers in the expression of thousands of genes (7, 8) . The gene expression pattern of high-grade tumors is also different from low-grade breast cancers (9) . These structured, large-scale gene expression differences associated with strong phenotypic features can have profound influence on the predicative marker discovery process.
ER-negative, high-grade breast cancers are more sensitive to many different types of chemotherapies compared with ERpositive and low-grade tumors. Comparison of transcriptional profiles of tumors that responded to chemotherapy with those that did not could reveal many differentially expressed genes. However, most of these genes will reflect the gene expression differences that underlie the phenotypic differences between the two response groups. The resulting pharmacogenomic response predictor may represent, to a large extent, a predictor of phenotype (i.e., high-grade, ER-negative cancers versus lowgrade ER-positive cancers). Several predictive gene signatures have been reported, but currently, it remains unknown to what extent these signatures include genes that are predictive to a particular drug as opposed to being dominated by phenotypeassociated genes that are predictive of general chemotherapy sensitivity. It is possible to adjust for or stratify cases by known clinical variables during the marker selection process but the limited sample size often makes this difficult to do.
The probability that the supervised pharmacogenomic discovery approach, when responders are compared with nonresponders, could lead to regimen-specific predictors depends on (a) to what extent the response groups are balanced for strong phenotypic markers, (b) and the extent of molecular differences that determine drug-specific response. If drug sensitivity is influenced by the 2-to 3-fold higher or lower expression of a few dozen genes, these differences might not be readily discovered through supervised pharmacogenomic analysis of data from a typical phase II trial including 30 to 60 patients. These modest gene expression differences between responders and nonresponders can easily be masked by the larger scale molecular differences due to any phenotypic imbalance between the response groups. The technical noise of microarray experiments can also obscure small-scale gene expression differences. A typical gene chip includes 15,000 to 25,000 probe sets, and even with a high level of reproducibility, hundreds of genes could show several fold differences in expression values in simple replicate experiments (i.e., the same RNA profiled twice). For example, when 24,000 measurements are done (e.g., Affymetrix U133A gene chip) and the overall concordance is 97.98% in a technical replicate; 1.31% of all measurements could have z2-fold variation. This means that 314 genes could be z2-fold decreased or increased from one experiment to another due to technical noise alone (10) .
In this article, we examined if we could have discovered HER-2 mRNA overexpression as single gene predictor of response to trastuzumab through supervised analysis of pharmacogenomic data from simulated phase II trials using real breast cancer gene expression data. Our results suggest that the probability of successful drug-specific pharmacogenomic response marker discovery from a typical phase II study can be small. We suggest that prospective testing of a priori defined candidate markers may be more efficient than de novo predictor discovery in phase II trials. We describe a tandem, two-step phase II clinical trial design for rapid assessment of candidate response predictors. The design combines two classic optimal two-stage phase II trials into a single study and can estimate response rates in both unselected and marker-selected patient populations. It also allows for simultaneous screening of multiple different predictors for the same drug and several distinct predictor-drug pairs in a single, parallel multiarm trial.
Patients and Methods
We used real gene expression data obtained with Affymetrix U133A gene chips from 132 newly diagnosed breast cancers and real HER-2 amplification results determined by fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis to simulate single-agent phase II trastuzumab studies. The patient population and data processing were described in detail previously and all clinical and microarray data is available at the M. D. Anderson Bioinformatics web site 3 (4) . None of these patients received trastuzumab therapy; therefore, their response to this drug cannot be directly ascertained. No gene expression data is publicly available from patients who received single-agent trastuzumab. However, it is known from the literature that f30% to 35% of HER-2 -amplified cases respond to single-agent trastuzumab therapy and HER-2 -nonamplified breast cancers do not respond to this treatment (11, 12) . Currently, there are two clinically routine methods to select patients for trastuzumab therapy; these include detection of HER-2 protein overexpression with immunohistochemistry and HER-2 gene amplification assessed by in situ hybridization methods. We randomly selected 45 HER-2 normal (non -gene-amplified) and 15 HER-2 geneamplified cases based on real fluorescence in situ hybridization results to simulate a 60-patient phase II study population. Five (33%) of the 15 HER-2 -amplified cases were randomly assigned ''responder'' category because true response was unavailable. The remaining 10 HER-2 -amplified cases, together with the 45 HER-2 normal cases were considered ''nonresponders'', this corresponds to an overall response rate of 8.3% (5 of 60) for the whole study population and 33% for the HER-2 -amplified population. The gene expression profiles of the two groups were compared using unequal variance t test to identify differentially expressed genes. This is one of the most commonly used approaches in the literature to identify informative genes for predictive marker discovery. We did this analysis 50,000 times, randomly picking different sets of cases from the larger patient pool of 132, and randomly assigning 1/3 of the HER-2 -amplified cases to the ''responder'' category. The goal was to examine how often HER-2 was ranked by its P value as the most differentially expressed gene in these 50,000 iterations. Each iteration could be considered as a single 60-patient clinical trial and the analysis follows the commonly used supervised analysis to discover molecular predictors of response from pharmacogenomic data. A more complex clinical trial modeling process could have been designed that allows for variable response rate in each simulated study and where the response rates follow normal distribution with a mean at 35%. However, this more realistic modeling would have made it even less likely for HER-2 to be identified as a predictor of response in more than a small percentage of individual studies. Our fixed response rate biases the simulations towards higher power to detect HER-2 overexpression as a marker of response.
We also examined a complementary scenario. Preclinical data is usually available to propose potential predictors; the amount of the drug target itself or measures of its functional activity are among the two most obvious candidates. Therefore, we tested the hypothesis that increased HER-2 mRNA expression is a marker of trastuzumab response based on results from preclinical studies. We did the same unequal variance twosample t test on the transcriptional profile data to test the hypothesis that HER-2 mRNA expression is higher in responders than in nonresponders. The probe closest to the 3 ¶ end (216836_s_at) was selected to represent HER-2 mRNA expression (13) . Because in this analysis, we test a single hypothesis and a single gene, we considered P < 0.05 to be statistically significant. We plotted how often HER-2 expression was significantly higher in responders in the 50,000 iterations.
Results
HER-2 gene overexpression as predictor of response to trastuzumab may not have been discovered through supervised analysis of pharmacogenomic data from a single phase II clinical study. There is a strong correlation between HER-2 gene amplification and increased HER-2 mRNA level ( Fig. 1; ref. 13 ). We examined, in a series of simulated phase II studies, if we could have discovered HER-2 mRNA overexpression as a predictor of trastuzumab response. The results are presented in Table 1 . HER-2 was indeed ranked most often as the number one differentially expressed gene in these simulations. However, in only 3.67% of all iterations was HER-2 ranked as the top gene, in 96% of the individual ''studies'', a different gene was picked as the most predictive of trastuzumab response. HER-2 was included in the top 10 gene list in 9.73% of the simulations, and in the top 50 list 20% of the time. Other genes frequently listed among the top 100 differentially expressed genes included GRB7, which is frequently coamplified with HER-2, as well as ER and several ER-associated transcripts. This is not surprising because HER-2 amplification is more common among ER-negative cancers and illustrates the confounding effect of large-scale phenotype-related gene expression differences. In the current data set, 36% of ER-negative cancers were HER-2 -amplified compared with 18% of the ER-positives (m 2 , P = 0.022). These results suggest that it is rather unlikely that HER-2 could have been discovered as a single gene predictor of trastuzumab response from supervised pharmacogenomic analysis of a single phase II clinical trial. In fact, there is an f80% chance that it would not have been included in the top 50 gene list of any individual study.
HER-2 mRNA overexpression as an a priori defined candidate predictor of response. One could examine HER-2 mRNA expression as an a priori defined potential predictor of response to trastuzumab based on the known mechanism of action of this drug. We plotted how often HER-2 expression was significantly higher in responders compared with nonresponders in the 50,000 iterations. Figure 2 shows histograms of observed P values and indicates that 99.6% were P < 0.05. Therefore, any single study among the 50,000 simulations could have easily identified HER-2 overexpression as a predictor of response with a very high probability when this single hypothesis (i.e., single gene) was tested.
The reason why supervised analysis of gene expression data from a single study is likely to miss HER-2 as the correct predictor is because there are many genes with lower P values than HER-2 in any randomly selected (or accrued) data set. Most of these genes are not directly related to trastuzumab response but represent random chance and/or phenotypic confounders; nevertheless, they are ranked higher on the differentially expressed gene list ordered by P values.
Tandem, two-step phase II trial design for predictive marker evaluation. These observations have important consequences for the design of clinical trials. The results show that the use of broad pharmacogenomic screening to identify molecular predictors for drugs that show low overall response rate (8-10%) is a high-risk strategy for marker discovery in a typical phase II study. Using this approach, we could not identify the only currently known single gene predictor of response to trastuzumab, HER-2 overexpression. Because there is no known gene signature that predicts response to this drug, we could not directly test whether a multigene signature could have been detected by our simulation studies. However, because we could not identify the most informative single gene, it is rather unlikely that a statistically robust multigene signature could have been identified.
Our results also show that it is a more productive strategy to prospectively test an a priori defined predictor in pharmacogenomic data obtained during a phase II study. Enough is known about the mechanism of action of most drugs that one could rationally propose at least one or more potential response predictors. These could include the expression levels of a single gene, complex gene signatures, or any other molecular measurement (14 -16) . One promising strategy is to identify predictors in cell line models (17) . How to best define the response predictor based on the preclinical data or using results from archived specimens will vary from case-to-case and is not NOTE: There are two probe sets that target the HER-2 transcript. Probe set ''216836_s_at'' is ranked no. 1 most often, in 3.67% of all iterations. However, the second probe set ''210930_s_at'' makes it to the top only 0.18% of the time (ranked 37th). This is most likely because it targets the HER-2 transcripts further 5 ¶ and its median overall expression intensity is only 80.2 compared with 670.6 for probe 216836_s_at. the subject of this article. The predictor could be a single gene or a complex gene signature and could be measured at the mRNA or protein levels. However, the predictor must be fully defined, including cutoff values for positivity and negativity prior to evaluating its value in a prospective clinical trial. Conceptually, testing a rationally designed response predictor in a prospective clinical trial is no different from testing a candidate drug in a therapeutic study.
The two-stage phase II trial design has been used for several decades to identify drugs with promising clinical activity and quickly discard those with low activity. The goal of the phase II clinical trials is to determine whether a new drug has enough clinical activity to warrant larger scale evaluation. During the first stage of a classic two-stage phase II study, ''n 1 '' number of patients are entered into the trial and if fewer than ''r 1 '' number of responses are observed, the accrual terminates for lack of activity. Otherwise, accrual continues to a total of ''n'' evaluable patients. At the end of this second stage, the drug is recommended for further evaluation if the final response rate is ''zr'' (18) . In order to calculate sample size, investigators must first specify a drug activity level of interest and probability variables for early stopping. The design can be easily modified to include interim efficacy monitoring using a Bayesian approach (19) .
Similar phase II trial designs could be applied to prospectively evaluate putative response markers. Assume that a drug has completed phase I evaluation and a dose was selected for phase II testing, and also at least one, but preferably more, putative predictive markers are available but the response rate in unselected patients is still unknown. A tandem, two-stage, phase II clinical trial design could be applied to test the drug and the predictors simultaneously. The goal of the study is to determine if the drug is likely to have a certain level of activity in unselected patients, and if it is below the level of interest, can a particular patient selection method enrich the responding population to meet the targeted level of activity in the molecularly selected group.
The concept of this design is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The study starts out as a two-stage phase II trial for unselected patients with an early stopping rule for futility. If sufficient numbers of events (e.g., clinical benefit rate or response rate) are observed during the first stage, the study proceeds to the second stage to establish the benefit rate more precisely in unselected patients. However, if an insufficient number of events are seen during the initial stage, instead of stopping accrual for futility, the trial remains open for response marker -positive patients only and a second optimal two-stage trial commences. This second stage is introduced because it is very unlikely that the small group of patients who participated in the first phase (typically n 1 < 25) included a sufficient number of marker-positive cases to draw a conclusion about the activity of the drug in this molecularly defined subset. If an insufficient number of events occur after accruing ''n 2 '' number of marker-positive cases during the second step of the study, the trial is discontinued following the early sopping rules and the marker is rejected. Otherwise, the study proceeds to complete accrual of additional markerpositive patients in order to estimate the benefit rate more precisely.
Sample size calculations for the tandem two-step design follow the same rules as for a classic two-stage or Bayesian phase II design (18, 19) . For example, let's assume that the targeted level of activity is 25% clinical benefit (CB) rate and we feel comfortable stopping the trial early if it becomes apparent during the interim efficacy monitoring that there is <7.5% chance that this level of activity will be achieved. Using a noninformative prior distribution of h (1, 1) for benefit rate, the stopping boundaries are listed in Table 2 .
The same stopping boundaries will apply to the first and second steps of the study. The probability of early termination with the above design is 80% if the true CB rate is 10%, and it is 7.5% if the CB rate is 30%. Maximum sample size, if the study does not terminate early, can be set by defining the minimum CB rate of interest and the acceptable posterior credible intervals. The estimated h distribution for minimum CB = 25% with 90% credible intervals is shown in Table 3 .
For example, if the true CB rate is 25% with a maximum sample size of N = 50, the observed CB rates would fall between 17% and 36%, 90% of the time. These numbers can be adjusted to suit the particular needs of an investigator. What benefit rate is considered acceptable in the marker-positive population, which corresponds to the positive predictive value of the test, can vary from one clinical situation to the other.
If there are multiple, nonoverlapping candidate response markers for the same drug, all of these could be tested simultaneously in a single, parallel, multiarm study. Accrual to each marker arm could occur simultaneously but results are analyzed separately for each arm. If the predictors capture overlapping patient populations (i.e., the same patient is positive for several of the markers), more complex adoptive randomization designs could be applied to preferentially randomize patients into better performing marker arms. It is expected that only a small fraction of the total patient population will be positive for any one of the markers because the sensitive population is small (assuming that the marker is reasonably sensitive and specific). Therefore, this design implies that a large number of patients will be screened during the second step of the study to find marker-positive individuals who are eligible for therapy. The exact number needed to screen will depend on marker prevalence. To maximize eligibility for treatment among the screened patients, it is desirable to test multiple different predictors simultaneously on each case. Patients who are positive for a particular marker will receive treatment in parallel treatment arms. Several different drug and marker pairs could also be evaluated simultaneously in a single study.
Discussion
Gene expression profiling during phase II clinical trials is increasingly done in an attempt to discover predictive markers. These studies might not yield reliable drug-specific markers in many instances due to the confounding effect of coordinated expression of thousands of genes that are associated with clinical phenotype (which might also predict response to therapy) and because of inherent technical noise in the microarray data. In small studies with few responses, these factors could have a profound effect on the results. However, the transcriptional profile results obtained during phase II studies can provide an opportunity to prospectively test a priori defined gene expression -based predictors. Predictive markers can be tested in the clinic in a similar manner as drugs are tested and similar trial design principles can be applied. When the activity of a new drug is unknown in unselected patients, but there is also at least one potential predictor of response, we suggest that a tandem two-step phase 2 trial design could answer both questions: (a) does the drug have sufficient activity in unselected patients, and if it does not, (b) can the predictor enrich the responder population.
Technically, the two steps of the study could be separated and run as independent studies, one for unselected patients and another for marker-positive patients. However, there are several reasons why keeping them together might yield a more seamless trial. Running two separate studies takes more time and is more expensive. Because any particular predictor will define only a relatively small subset of patients who are eligible for therapy, it is appealing to simultaneously test several predictors so that fewer patients are turned away as marker negative and therefore ineligible for treatment. Multiple distinct predictors for the same drug as well as several different drug and predictor pairs could be tested simultaneously in a single, parallel, multiarm trial.
The study design that we propose evaluates the candidate response marker based on its positive predictive value (e.g., how often response is seen among marker-positive cases). A high enough positive predictive value is necessary for clinical utility, but alone, it is not sufficient to make a marker clinically useful. Sensitivity also has to be considered and that it is influenced by false negative cases (i.e., patients who respond but are marker-negative). A crude estimation of sensitivity may be made by using information from the first step of the tandem design when unselected patients are included, but to define the sensitivity and specificity of the marker more precisely, a separate study is needed. However, response markers with low positive predictive values are clinically not useful and need not be investigated further.
Any clinical study that prospectively evaluates patient selection methods will require a tissue biopsy. Early singleagent phase II studies are often conducted in the metastatic patient population, and therefore, deep tissue and organ biopsies might be required for marker evaluation. Invasive procedures to obtain biopsies for correlative science studies have traditionally been avoided for considerations of patient discomfort, fear of adverse events, and cost. However, serious complication rates from fine-needle aspirations of abdominal organs or body cavity lymph nodes are substantially lower than serious, grade 3 to 4 treatment-related adverse events during most investigational chemotherapy trials. For example, a study described complication rates encountered during 10,766 ultrasonographically guided abdominal fine-needle aspirations and reported 0.18% (n = 22) major complications including peritoneal bleeding and 0.018% death rate (n = 2; ref. 20) . Well-informed patients may elect to take these risks to participate in studies that evaluate the value of personalizing treatment.
There are other clinical trial strategies to prospectively discover and validate molecular predictors of response. An adoptive clinical trial design was recently described that incorporates pharmacogenomic predictor discovery and validation into a traditional randomized phase III study (21) . This design includes (a) identification of the sensitive patients during the initial phase of the phase III trial (i.e., predictor discovery), (b) a statistical test for treatment effect for the marker-positive patients that are accrued in the remainder of the trial (i.e., validation set), and (c) a properly powered statistical test for overall treatment effect using results from all randomized patients (i.e., traditional phase III end point). This is an appealing strategy because it incorporates marker discovery and validation into a single randomized study without compromising the ability to detect an overall treatment effect by traditional criteria. Unfortunately, it requires a large randomized trial. The current article describes an alternative strategy that can be incorporated into phase II testing of novel drugs. 
